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Hydrogen absorption behaviour in nanometer sized palladium
samples stabilised in soft and hard matrix
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Abstract

The reduction in the length scale of materials to the nanometer range brings about fundamental changes that lead to novel and unusual
phenomena, very different from their coarse-grained counterparts. These differences are not only due to the different physical properties of
the small-size system but it is also affected by the type of the stabiliser used on these materials.

In situ X-ray diffraction (XRD) investigations of the hydrogen absorption behaviour in different nanometer sized palladium samples
were performed during loading and unloading. Pressure-lattice parameter isotherms were constructed for three different samples: surfactant
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tabilised clusters, and two types of polymer stabilised samples (clusters and closed clusters layers sample). The pressure-latti
sotherms for the samples show a narrowedlattice parameter miscibility gap. The closed clusters layers sample shows the smallest
arameter expansion values. The effect of the samples morphology on the lattice expansion will be discussed. It will be shown th

he sample sizes affect the expansion but also the cluster surrounding plays an important rule.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Nanometer sized metal clusters have been extensively
tudied because of the intense scientific interest in exploring
he properties of small metal particles, and because of the
nticipation in new technological applications[1]. They can
e used as quantum dots for understanding the quantum size
ffects and for designing new optical and electronic materials

2]. The transition metal nanometer sized clusters also serve
s a bridge between homogeneous and heterogeneous
atalysis and provide new opportunities for catalysis[3].

Clusters in free form, non-stabilised, can be prepared
nd studied only in vacuum. Clusters tend to agglomerate
ecause of the large cohesion energy of the metals. In this
ase the cluster size is not stable and structural investigations
uch as XRD and high resolution electron microscopy
HREM) can not be accomplished under these conditions.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +49 551 395024; fax: +49 551 395012.
E-mail address: suleiman@ump.gwdg.de (M. Suleiman).

To prevent undesired agglomeration clusters have t
stabilised. A large variety of stabilisers can be used su
ligands[4], surfactants[5], polymers[6] and solid matrix[7].

The effect of the stabiliser on the properties of the clu
is a fundamental question. However, detailed reports o
effect of the stabiliser on the cluster are very limited[8]. The
stabiliser can influence the physical properties of the clu
because the cluster adapts the stabiliser or it can not ch
its volume in a way a free cluster would. In a recent st
on the binding energy of different stabilisers with the clu
surface, Fu et al.[8] found that the binding between t
stabiliser and the cluster surface is larger in case of pol
stabilised clusters than the surfactants (amine) stab
cluster.

Additionally, the number of anchoring points between
polymers and the clusters is different for polymers and su
tants. Tannenbaum et al. found more anchoring points i
case of polymer stabilisation[9]. Therefore, stabilisers can
classified with regard to the bonding strength to the clus
This bonding strength contains both the number of ancho
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points and the binding energy. Both contributions are larger
in the case of polymers. Therefore, we assume polymers to
be strong stabilisers compared to the soft surfactant or ligand
stabilisers.

In this work tetraoctylammonium bromide (TOAB) and
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) are used as stabilisers.
Studies on films deposited on polycarbonate and PMMA
show that stress up to−2 GPa can appear when the substrate
is thick [10]. This stress is lower for thinner substrates.
Interfacial stress between the stabiliser and the adhered
cluster can occur, especially during hydrogen uptake.
Measurements on thin films deposited in Si and Al2O3
show that the interfacial stress reaches several GPa and
influences the thermodynamic properties of the samples
[11].

To analyse the stabiliser effect on the cluster isotherm the
Pd–H system was chosen. The bulk Pd–H system is one of
the most well studied metal–hydrogen systems because of
the noble character of the Pd metal and the good hydrogen
solubility. These advantages also help studying the small-size
system. Furthermore, sample preparation and surface-oxide
reduction can be done[12].

In this work the hydrogen solubility of nanometer sized
Pd samples will be studied. In situ XRD investigation of
the hydrogen absorption behaviour of the different Pd sam-
ples will be discussed. The effect of the stabiliser type and
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clusters syntheses were preformed in a two-Pd-electrodes
containing cell using a constant current density, where TOAB
was used as electrolyte and stabiliser. Applying constant cur-
rent to the electrodes causes dissolution of the Pd anode with
the formation of Pd(II)-cations which are reduced at the cath-
ode forming the so-called “adatoms”. The adatoms aggregate
into surfactant stabilised clusters. The electrolysis was pre-
formed at room temperature and stopped after a charge of
720 C is passed. Elemental analysis show that an amount of
75% of palladium is within the cluster stabiliser mixture. A
schematic picture of the surfactant stabilised cluster is shown
in Fig. 1(a).

2.1.2. Polymer stabilised clusters
The polymer stabilised clusters (P-clusters) were sta-

bilised in PMMA. The Pd-clusters in PMMA were prepared
using pulsed-laser-deposition (PLD). A KrF excimer laser
(pulse length 30 ns) at a repetition rate between 5 and 10 Hz
and energy density of 2–6 J/cm2 was applied. As targes a high
purity metal foil (99.99+%) and PMMA foil was used. Both,
polymers and metals were prepared under ultrahigh vacuum
conditions, with a base pressure of less than 10−8 mbar. Metal
clusters are formed by strong island growth of Pd on the poly-
mer surface. The complete PLD-setup has been described in
detail earlier[15]. Samples of 10× 10 mm2 size are prepared
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ence the morphology of the sample on the hydrogen u
ill be studied. Using the in situ XRD measurements
ressure-lattice parameter relation, which we will call fr
ow on pressure-lattice parameter isotherm, will be con-
tructed. Usually, the pressure-lattice parameter isoth
re similar to the pressure concentration isotherms[13] and

herefore can be used to identify the behaviour of hydro
n the samples[14].

. Experimental

.1. Cluster preparation

.1.1. Surfactant stabilised clusters
The surfactant-stabilised (S-clusters) clusters were

ilised in TOAB. The Pd clusters were prepared by usin
lectrochemical technique described by Reetz et al.[5]. The

ig. 1. Schematic illustration of the morphology of the three sample
luster is quasi-free with surfactant stabilisation shell (grey colour) (a
lusters having multi-layers stacking form (b) and closed cluster multi-la
c).
n a polymer (PMMA) foil of 50�m thickness. By using di
erent numbers of laser-pulses the size of the Pd-cluste
e controlled, ranging from nm-sized clusters at 500 pu

o closed layers at 2000 pulses, seeFig. 1(b) and (c). To in
rease the total mass of the clusters a “multilayer” stac
lternating polymer and cluster layers were prepared. U
00 double layers were prepared using PMMA as ground
ap layer.

.2. In situ X-ray measurements

In situ XRD measurements were performed in a sp
igh vacuum gas loading cell which allows stepwise
ontrolled hydrogen loading and unloading between 102 and
05 Pa. All the measurements were conducted at beam
2 at the Hamburg synchrotron laboratory (HASYLAB)
ESY. The wavelength was selected by a Ge(1 1 1) do
rystal monochromator. All samples were pre-treated
ydrogen to remove any oxide layer. Each loading cycle s
t a base pressure of 10−3 Pa, the hydrogen pressure was
reased stepwise to 105 Pa. The pressure was monitored
sing MKS pressure gauges with 0.01% precision. The
ity of the hydrogen gas was 99.9999%, all the measurem
ere performed at room temperature. The measuremen

estricted with the time it takes to reach equilibrium pres
nd the time needed to take one diffractogram at a sel
θ range (24–70◦C) with reasonable statistics. The high
ensity synchrotron source makes it possible to perform
easurements and reduce enormously the time need

uch experiments.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Samples characterisation

The cluster size and size distribution was determined by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and HREM. The
S-clusters have medium size of 4.8 nm (seeFig. 2). All sizes
were determined from electron microscopy images by mea-
suring more than 150 clusters spread over amorphous carbon
sample holders. The full width at half the maximum is about
0.8 nm, and thus, quite narrow. The S-clusters are stabilised
by the adsorption of TOAB at their surface, thus provid-
ing a protective layer or astabilisation shell. HREM images
demonstrate that the distance between individual clusters is
about 2 nm, as can be seen inFig. 3. This indicates that the
thickness of thestabilisation shell is 1 nm, which means that
the Pd cluster is stabilised by one monomolecular layer of
TOAB (chain length is about 1.1 nm), which is in accordance
with the finding of Reetz and co-workers[16]. The size and
the size distribution of the P-stabilised samples were deter-
mined from TEM and XRD.Fig. 2(b) shows the TEM picture
of a sample prepared at 500 laser-pulses. The sample consists
of clusters that are slightly coalesced. The size obtained from
counting more than 100 single clusters show that they have a
lateral size of 4.8 nm with relatively narrow size distribution
of 1.8 nm. Up to now, it was not possible to avoid this slight
c PLD
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Fig. 3. HREM micro graph of S-clusters showing a distance of about 2 nm
between each individual cluster.

P-clusters at four different equilibrium hydrogen pressures,
monitoring the lattice expansion by a shift of the peak posi-
tions. During hydrogen loading, a shift to smaller 2θ values
is observed in the diffraction patterns, indicating a lattice
expansion. The shift in the peaks positions increases with in-
creasing the hydrogen pressure. During unloading the peaks
positions shift to higher 2θ values indicating a shrinking of
the lattice. After unloading the diffraction patterns of the sam-
ples are at the exact starting position (Fig. 4a and b). Thus,
hydrogen can absorb and desorb reversibly in these samples.
The results verify the fast kinetics of the hydrogen sorption
and desorption process.

Using the X-ray diffractograms obtained from the XRD
measurements at different equilibrium hydrogen pressures
the pressure-lattice parameter isotherms for the three sam-
ples were constructed (Fig. 5). The lattice parameter of each
Pd sample, at a given pressure, was calculated from the po-
sition of the lower angle peak (near bulk fcc (1 1 1) reflec-
tion). The pressure-lattice parameter isotherms show three
distinguished regions (I, II and III inFig. 5). These parts are
comparable to the parts found in the pressure–concentration
isotherms. Region I is the solid solution. Region II represents
the two-phase region (miscibility gap); results supporting this
interpretation will be given in the coming discussion. In this
current work it’s called thelattice parameter miscibility gap,

F ters), (b f
c

oalescence in the 4.8 nm sample prepared by using the
echnique. However, the majority of clusters have free s

Fig. 2(c) shows the TEM pictures of the sample, prepa
t 2000 laser-pulses. It is a closed clusters layer; no free

er sides can be detected. The lateral grain size of the c
lusters layer sample was estimated from a transmission
xperiment and was found to be equal to 9.3 nm. 3.2 hy
enation measurements in situ XRD measurements for
d samples with different morphologies (4.8 nm S-clu
.8 nm P-cluster and 9.3 nm closed cluster layers sam
ere performed during hydrogen loading and unloadin
ifferent hydrogen pressures. A typical experiment con
f one loading and one unloading cycle. During loading

o 16 pressure steps were taken.Fig. 4a and b, shows diffrac
ion pattern of (a) the 4.8 nm S-clusters and (b) the 4.8

ig. 2. TEM micro graphs of (a) surfactant stabilised clusters (S-clus
luster layers sample.
) polymer stabilised clusters (P-clusters) and (c) TEM micro graph othe closed
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Fig. 4. Diffraction patterns of the 4.8 nm S-clusters (a) and the 4.8 nm P-
clusters (b). During hydrogen loading, a shift to smaller 2θ values is observed
in the diffraction patterns. During unloading the peaks positions shift to
higher 2θ values indicating a shrinking of the lattice. After unloading the
diffraction patterns of the samples are at the exact position of the unloaded
one (10−2 Pa). (λ = 1.2438Å).

since pressure-lattice parameter isotherms are presented. In
contrast to bulk Pd, where ideally no pressure dependency
exists, this region has, for clusters, a pressure dependency
and is occurring over a pressure range. This behaviour was
also found in pressure–concentration isotherm measurements
[17–19]. Region III, is comparable to the metal hydride where
the lattice parameter rises steeply with increasing pressure.

Fig. 5. The pressure-lattice parameter isotherms of the 4.8 nm S-cluster
(circles), the 4.8 P-cluster (crossed-squares) and the closed film sample
(squares). The isotherms show three distinguished regions.

By examiningFig. 5 the following features can be seen;
First, the lattice parameters of the pure Pd-cluster samples
are larger than that for bulk Pd (a0 = 3.890Å): Secondly, re-
gion II (thelattice parameter miscibility gap) for the polymer
stabilised samples is occurring in a wider pressure range than
that for the surfactant stabilised clusters. Lastly, the total lat-
tice expansion for the polymer stabilised samples is smaller
than that for the surfactant stabilised samples. These findings
will be discussed in the following.

The lattice parameter values of the pure Pd samples (at
10−2 Pa) were not only found to be larger than that for bulk Pd
but also different from each other; the lattice parameter of the
closed cluster layers (a0 = 3.9701Å) is larger than that of the
P-cluster (a0 = 3.9534Å) and the S-cluster (a0 = 3.9369Å).
Especially the last two cluster types that have a comparable
size of 4.8 nm but a different stabiliser strongly differ in their
low-concentration lattice parameter. The results show that the
mean Pd–Pd interatomic distance expands with changing the
stabiliser from soft to strong. Furthermore, the lattice dilation
does not have the expected size dependency.

In a previous work we have found that the lattice parame-
ter of pure Pd clusters increases with decreasing the clusters
size. Other reports also show this dilation of the lattice
constant with decreasing clusters size[6,20,21]. This was
attributed to an incorporation of gases at the sample surface
sites[22], subsequent lattice stretching[23] and, furthermore,
a
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different structure especially for small size samples[14].
n this work such an explanation can not explain our re
ince the largest Pd-clusters sample has the largest
arameter. There has to be another reason for the p
nding.

The closed cluster layer sample and P-cluster samp
tabilised in PMMA (strong matrix)[9] whereas the S-clust
ample is stabilised in TOAB (soft matrix)[8]: the sample
ave different morphologies and different surface surro

ng. We attribute the dilation of the lattice parameter to
hanical stress between the sample surface and the sta
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The mechanical stress seems to be larger in the case of the
polymer stabilised samples. Therefore they have larger lat-
tice parameter values than the surfactant stabilised cluster.
This can be interpreted by a mechanically harder matrix in
the case of the polymer compared to the mechanically softer
surfactant.

The larger lattice parameter value for the closed clus-
ters layers in comparison to the cluster sample (P-clusters)
can be explained by the coalescence effect during cluster
film growth. As soon as the clusters coalesce surface tension
will be reduced and the in-plane lattice parameter will be
stretched.

Secondly, the different pressure ranges in which region
II (the “lattice parameter miscibility gap”) is occurring,Fig.
5. The pressure range is different even for the clusters with
the same size. For the 4.8 nm S-clusters sample it appears
in the pressure range of 1.0 × 103–2.0 × 103 Pa (during H-
loading) which is smaller than that for the polymer stabilised
samples. Our results on clusters with different sizes show
that this region (the “lattice parameter miscibility gap”) is
similar to the pressure change in the miscibility gap found in
apparent pressure–concentration isotherms[12,19]. Thelat-
tice parameter miscibility gap of the 4.8 nm P-cluster sample
appears in a wide pressure range of 6.0 × 102–2.7 × 103 Pa.
The closed clusters layers sample shows a lattice parameter
miscibility gap almost in the same pressure range 6.0 × 102–
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measured isotherms of 17 nm and 7.3 nm Pd–H clusters sta-
bilised in SiO2 and Al2O3. They attributed the wide pressure
range of the miscibility gap, visible as slope in the plateau re-
gion, to a size dependent shift of the chemical potential whose
origin should have been the size dependent surface tension.
Sachs et al.[8] and Pundt’[25] both showed that this contri-
bution can not explain the order of magnitude of their exper-
imental data obtained from surfactant stabilised (soft matrix)
Pd clusters. However, mechanical stress between the cluster
particles and the stabiliser might explain the steep slope, for
the mechanically very hard SiO2 and Al2O3 substrates these
contributions are expected to be huge.

To summarise, the wider pressure range of the polymer-
stabilised clusters compared to the surfactant-stabilised clus-
ters can be understood by the larger mechanical stress in case
of the polymer matrix. The width of thelattice parameter
miscibility gap is strongly affected by mechanical stress be-
tween the cluster and the matrix.

Lastly, the total lattice expansion of the polymer stabilised
samples is smaller than the surfactant stabilised sample. Us-
ing the data inFig. 5, S-clusters show a total lattice expansion
value (�a = 0.065Å) which is larger than that for P-clusters
(�a = 0.051Å). The closed-clusters layers sample shows
the smallest lattice expansion value (�a = 0.029Å). This
result is also not expected. In a previous study performed
on S-clusters (in the size range between 3.0 and 6.0 nm), we
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Now the questions are arising: if this region really is ma

ng the miscibility gap (lattice parameter miscibility gap) and
hy it occurs in a wider pressure range for the polymer
ilised samples.

Region I and III seem to mark different phases which
e also different from the well-known bulk phases[14]. In
itu XRD measurements performed during stepwise hy
en unloading of the S-clusters and P-clusters samples

he existence of a hysteresis in region II. If such a hyste
an be taken as a finger print of a phase transition eve
he small-size system, as done in an earlier work[19], this
ndicates that a transition is occurring in this pressure r
region II inFig. 5), although the apparent reflections can
e separated. Thus region II is marking the miscibility
etween two phases and in our case it is thelattice parameter
iscibility gap.
The wide pressure range is most probably due to la

tress which grows up during hydrogen loading[24]. It is
ssumed that a larger mechanical stress change resul

arger width of the pressure change in the miscibility ga
he small size system.

According to our results on the lattice parameter shi
he unloaded samples, the mechanical stress is sma
-clusters sample, the matrix is mechanically softer.Fig. 5
hows that thelattice parameter miscibility gap occurs in
narrower pressure range. Exactly this is expected fo

ofter matrix and, therefore, supports the above given i
retation. This interpretation can also be applied for un
tanding literature results. Salomons et al.[7], for example
ave found that the lattice expansion is strongly size de
ent[14]. The lattice expansion values for larger clusters

arger than those for smaller ones, but still smaller than t
or bulk Pd. For example, after loading cycle,�a = 0.123Å
or the 6.0 nm cluster but�a = 0.036Å for the smalles
luster (3.0 nm)[12,14]. The narrowing in the miscibility ga
n going from the large-size system to the small-size sy
as reported by many workers[19,26,27]. This behaviou

s mostly related[7,8,26] to the large surface-to-volum
tom ratio which leads to an increased�-solubility and a
ecreased�’-solubility.

In this work thelattice parameter miscibility gap for the
luster samples was found to be larger than that for the c
luster layers sample. This behaviour is surprising, since
ould expect a narrowing in the miscibility gap on going fr

arge-size system to small-size system. The arguments
n the increased�-solubility and the decreased�’-solubility
iscussed above is not enough to explain this observa
he three Pd samples have different morphologies and

rices and this has to be taken into account. We attribute
ifference in the behaviour of the clusters samples to the

erence in type of the stabiliser and different morpholog
he samples.

S-clusters are stabilised with one mono-molecular l
f TOAB and since the modulus of elasticity of the sur

ant is an order of magnitude lower than that of the clus
5], the S- Pd cluster is soft stabilised and the cluster ca
and well. In earlier works, we even regarded these clu
s expanding quasi-free[8]. The narrowing in the miscibilit
ap observed in these cluster samples[7,8] was explained i
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terms of a two-site model, whereby hydrogen atoms can only
occupy subsurface or bulk-sites. According to these calcu-
lations two sub-surface sites do not contribute to the phase
transition. The question if such a simple treatment is allowed
when stress contributions take part is an open question. How-
ever our results suggest that this simple treatment can not be
used in the case of large stress contribution.

The P-cluster is stabilised in PMMA, so one would expect
that the mechanically hard stabilizer, also having a stronger
bonding and more anchoring points[9] will prevent the clus-
ter from changing its volume quasi-freely. In this case the
cluster expansion will be hindered by arising compressive
stress, and it will have smaller�a values in comparison to
the S-cluster. This was exactly found in our measurements.

The effect of the stabiliser is more pronounced in the
closed clusters layers sample (�a = 0.029Å). Due to the
morphology of this sample, no free cluster sides, the lateral
expansion is expected to be even more difficult than in the
case of the P-clusters. Expansion of clusters is hindered by
adjacent clusters, since the cluster layers are closed (seeFig.
2c).

All the results presented in this paper confirm the impor-
tant impact of mechanical stress on isotherm measurements
of clusters. Mechanical stress changes low-concentration lat-
tice parameter values, increases the width of the pressure
range in which thelattice parameter miscibility gap is occur-
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biliser into account. The closed cluster layers sample shows
the smallest lattice parameter expansion. This behaviour is
attributed to the hard polymer stabiliser and the fact that side
expansion is hindered by neighbouring clusters.
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